
08040: "a story written while on a nice week vacation with my kid alone going to 

bed with him and writing on this louse which as spread in his school but also 

being affected by playing with the snow with my kid and his black little friend 

and a penitentiary i found walking on the other side of the river but much of the 

dandruff i also get in my hairs using an expensive shampoo at the gym at work 

which also might indicate a reawake of my libido now with the spring after a 

period of solitude and hibernation"

13070: "in krakow going to town to organize a small exhibitions  and try to 

publish some of my work despite the harsh weather and also much walking to the 

suburbs  to  go  to  the  dentist  or  helping  jacek  cousin  teaching  italian  and 

confronting  with  the  harsh  reality  of  the  soviet  regime  with  all  its  ugly 

residential and industrial buildings and even the short nazi regime finding a 

totally desolated concentration camp by a very spiritual site with an ancient 

burial mound to then later in sweden find an amazing frozen landscape which i 

explore in several walks alone but also with august filming much on frozen lakes 

also during a walk alone which took me to another immigrant suburb"

13071: "in sweden still taking walks in the frozen landscape and filming as it 

was some sort of dutch landscape painting but less animated with fewer ice-skaters 

venturing out and on top of it finding some nice new panoramic parts of stockholm 

with little august to later go to a conference in berlin and escape whenever i 

could  to  go  our  and  film  the  city  but  ultimately  falling  in  love  with  the 

tiergarden landscape and a strip of the city by the river which i often crossed on 

my way to the conference hall"

06026: "now running quite regularly in a step machine in the gym waiting for the 

ice to melt outside and getting a time a bit distracted by the music being playing 

at the radio or by the other doctorate girl training and really not being able to 

go full speed as the machine starts moving around getting quite dangerous but at 

last finding the parking lot by my apartment almost without ice and making use of 

the nice weather to go run again feeling in fact quite fit aside from all the 

seating and standing which gets a bit painful for my knees"

11075: "picking of trash executed from the beginning in the city of stockholm 

with  much  snow  also  in  copenaghen  where  i  have  been  picking  during  a  long 

pilgrimage to the mermaid despite again the wet and snow which has affected many 

of the collected stuff but then also walking from the airport to the ctiy in 

bergamo without any cash and there finding allot of trash dirty under the melted 

snow"

15036: "time spent in bigger cities like berlin finding it particularly clean 

with some traffic but a bit more suffocating being back in the southern suburb of 

stockholm with a still air and again the nearby truck factory and the highway but 

then also going back to my parents in northern italy and finding there even more 

polluted air with many cars and congestion around the old city center to finally



going to visit my girlfriend in the netherlands and again find a rather clean air 

with moderate traffic outside of the pedestrian city center where anyway there are 

predominantly bikers"

11076: "trash collected on the sidewalk in bergamo italy with much immigrants and 

dirt towards the train station and then in krakow finding not so much trash and 

then having to pick it from the snow mostly towards the center consisting of 

flyers of not so good a quality even just photocopies and finally the more solid 

trash collected in sweden also in the sidewalk covered with snow"

11077: "still in sweden collecting trash mostly in the small immigrant suburb 

where i live and then in berlin for a conference picking despite again the snow 

and cold weather and the fact that it was hard to find time to walk alone or 

having to pick with other people around avoiding to loose dignity but anyway 

picking nonetheless particularly on a sunny day going to galleries with some south 

african girls"

04036: "feeling rather happy throughout this period of time being much engaged 

with social activities like a student conference in berlin where i also on the 

other hand started feeling rather upset about people in general but finally and 

most unexpectedly falling in love with myrthe in the very last day a few hours 

before my departure back to sweden and then being much engaged with her in our 

emotional affair and feeling rather hopeful for that with few moment of sadness 

and being most happy when being at my parents in italy although their mentality is 

rather  oppressive  but  this  looking  forward  the  meeting  of  my  love  in  the 

netherlands where we had a fantastic time and the happiness carried on until back 

in sweden i felt a bit sad but then got loaded again with myrthe's e-mails and 

being with my son august"

12067: "checking the news while traveling much around europe or just atmy office 

but again not in my studio apartment where there is no internet connection and 

thus be less well informed but anyhow reading about casualties once again in the 

middle east with dozen in syria but many in afghanistan and quite allo still in 

muslim africa with also bus crashes around the world and a flood in argentina not 

to mention a less allarming spread of bird flu"

01111: "it took me sometime to get this photo panel accomplished due to the new 

computer i have bought and all the work i had to do to reconfigure my tools to the 

new system it operates but nonetheless it was not a too hard task and it somewhat 

characterizes my last few months in which i have invested allot on new equipment 

particularly for the construction of my studio room making two independent living 

units out of my apartment and thus sharing for now my mantel with my african 

friend lamin and having him also to help me setting up the wall construction 

although he has been sawing directly on the wall and i had to latter sand paper it 

and thus deciding to do things more by myself and with time also setting up the 

door frames with stucco and pausing my work to do actual work at the university



and being with august to still enjoy the sunny winter and barbecue outside but 

finally going to a conference in berlin and using more buffet utensils and much my 

film camera to photograph new acquaintances and mostly film"

14071: "in our new apartment now getting used to the routine taking my kid to 

horse riding lessons and getting quite some ideas there but also at work much 

seated in my little office on my chair and working on the computer or in public 

toilette but also quite sexually frustrated as well with my wife sort of ignoring 

me or ignoring each other also resulting in sexual ideas"

11_072: "ideas got while in a quite melancholic moment of transition breaking up 

with liselott and going to a new life and a new apartment and taking many commuter 

trains which in a way characterizes this month production along with many aquatic 

birds and boats probably perceived in my new place close to the water"

16047: "still cold in berlin and later initially cold in stockholm too but very 

sunny weather till at least i went to italy and the weather there was cloudy and 

unusually cold but had nice days there too finally going out in t-shirt and then 

going to the netherland and also there finding beautiful enchanting spring weather 

to then go back to sweden and find minus degrees and cold till finally the spring 

sat in bringing the first rain and the melting of the snow"

18043:  "i  have  been  exposed  to  the  wind  much  being  out  but  never  really 

experienced any particularly strong wind despite initially in berlin and quite 

light otherwise in both italy and the netherlands and only lastly with the rising 

of the temperature being a little stronger in sweden"

05046: "walking not so intensively but mostly in already two occasions with the 

stroller first in italy with my nephew and my twin sister to the park and then 

with myrthe around utrecht and a bit more in the suburbs by the water and despite 

that walking in the city with first jacek going from the south part of town to the 

center where he lives or walking around the river through a castle but nothing 

really too long feeling still a bit of pain in my knee and getting special shoes 

for it back in italy where i have been walking in the fields around a small town 

while waiting for them"




